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The Swedish Merger Regulation 

A brief summary 

• Substantive test is the same as in EUMR 

• Merger must not result in a significant impediment to 

effective competition 

• EUMR notices and decisions by Commission and the 

Courts is considered relevant case law 

• Procedural differences 

• In particular, the SCA doesn’t have the power to block a 

merger - must sue in court to block 



The Merger: background 

• Arla no. 1 dairy in Sweden – by far! 

• Milko no. 3 dairy in Sweden 

• Fresh dairy rarely transported over 

long distances 

• Parties’ ”traditional areas of 

distribution” share a long, densely 

populated border 

• Parties’ were agricultural 

cooperatives 

• Milko had a long history of not 

making a profit 



The Parties’ Initial Position 

• Parties did not claim failing firm from the outset 

• Parties claimed efficiencies 

• Not sufficiently supported 

• The claimed cost reductions pertained mainly to fixed costs 

– pass-through to consumers not considered likely 

• Parties claimed countervailing buyer power 

• While some buyers were indeed large, there were no 

credible alternatives to the merged entity 



Competition between parties 

Product Findings 

Fresh milk 

Plain yoghurt 

Plain soured milk 

In some areas: 

− Close competition between parties 

− Little competition from other 

producers 

Flavoured yoghurt 

Flavoured soured milk 

Cream-based products 

− Competition between parties not 

particularly close 

− Significant competition from other 

producers 

Butter − Massive joint market share at national 

level 

− Potential for competition from 

imported butter 

High transport 

cost 

Low transport 

cost 

Long life milk is a niche product in Sweden – not close substitute to fresh milk 



The Failing Firm-defense 

• Parties claimed no merger-specific effects due to 

Milko being about to fail 

• The SCA applied the test set out in e.g. the 

European Commission’s guidelines on horizontal 

mergers: 

i. Alledgedly failing firm would exit market if not taken over 

by other undertaking 

ii. There is no other, less anti-competitive alternative 

purchase 

iii. In the absence of a merger, failing firm’s assets would 

inevitably exit the market 



The Failing Firm-defense 

• Criterion i: the SCA accepted that Milko would fail 

absent merger 

• Not surprising, given Milko’s history of hardship 

• Criterion ii: the SCA could not see that there were 

other, less anti-competitive merger options 

• Milko argued plausibly that it had historically explored other 

merger opportunities – these had failed to come to fruition 

• Merger opportunities restricted by the fact that Milko was a 

cooperative 

• Criteria i and ii satisfied: failure scenario becomes 

relevant counterfactual to merger 



The Failing Firm-defense 

• Criterion iii: the parties and the SCA did not agree 

on the fate of Milko’s assets in case of Milko failing 

• Both Arla and the SCA analysed what would happen in 

case of Milko’s failure 

• Predicted outcomes were similar – but not identical 

• Differences between predicted outcomes formed the basis 

for discussion on merger-specific effects 



Failure scenario 

Areas of agreement 
• Most of Milko’s suppliers (i.e. dairy farmers) of raw milk 

switching to supply Arla (NB: suppliers were not Milko assets) 

• Some suppliers of raw milk leaving market all together 

• Insolvent Milko would quickly become unable operate as a 

going concern – due to lack of raw milk 

• Assets would be liquidated by administrator 

Areas of disagreement 
• The fate of Milko’s assets when liquidated 

• Different views on which transactions that were likely and 

permissible 



Milko’s Assets 

Asset Products 

affected 

Interested 

buyers 

Grådö 

processing 

facility 

Fresh milk 

Plain yoghurt 

Plain soured milk 

Cream-based products 

Östersund 

processing 

facility 

Butter 

Powdered milk 

Brands Yoghurt 

Soured milk 



The Grådö Facility 

Facts 

• Grådö strategically well placed to supply densely 

populated areas 

• Focus on fresh dairy, where being close to 

consumers matters 

• A lot of raw milk produced in the vicinity 

• Neighbour of several Arla facilities 

Conclusion 

• If facility taken over by other party than Arla, it 

would to some extent restrain Arla 



Merger-specific effects 
• Grådö facility 

• Could plausibly be sold to a dairy other than Arla in the event 

of Milko being liquidated 

• Could plausibly exert competitive pressure on Arla when taken 

over by other dairy 

• Hence: merger-specific effect for fresh dairy in the vicinity of 

Grådö 

• Brands 
• Could plausibly be sold to a dairy other than Arla in the 

liquidation of Milko 

• Could plausibly exert competitive pressure on Arla when taken 

over by other dairy 

• Hence: merger-specific effect for certain kinds of fresh dairy 

(important brands in the Milko region) 

• Östersund facility 
• No evidence of potential buyers 

• Hence no merger-specific effect in otherwise potentially 

problematic market for butter 



The Remedy Package 

• Arla undertook to divest the Grådö facility 

• Reserve price set according to estimated scrapping value 

• This was in order to ensure that package did not go beyond 

identified merger-specific effects 

• Arla undertook to divest several of Milko’s brands 

• No reserve price 

• Östersund facility not included due to there being 

no evidence of potential buyers 

 



Outcome 

• Brands divested almost immediately 

• Not sold as a package 

• Several different smallish, established dairies emerged as 

winners 

• Grådö divested this autum 

• ”Several” bidders in auction 

• At least one competitior to Arla participated 

• In the end, Coop (a retailer!) won the auction 



Concluding remarks 

• It may be clear that one of the parties would 

indeed inevitably fail in absence of merger… 

• But the mere fact that a failure scenario should be 

used as relevant counterfactual is not sufficient to 

guarantee that there are no merger-specific 

effects. 

• To assess merger-specific effects, you need to 

compare anticipated merger outcome to a 

plausible failure scenario. 


